Summer Dictation Challenge
He, he ... with this challenge, you’re going to make a layout ( one I made especially for the
occasion, with my own design), by scrapping “ blindly”. I find it very interesting to see how
someone can “interpret” an information ; it sure gives some different results and/or sometimes
some quirky things !! Ready to start this funny challenge ? So, just print this and let’s go...
P.S : Hope my directions are clear enough and that this WON’T irritate your nerves to work
this way ..... because I want you just to have FUN !! Have a good scrapping time ;o))

Just remmeber ..If you want to participate ...just send me your layout beforre Midnight August, 10 th using this mail address : scrapophax@laposte.net .
The winner will be announced on September, 1 st ... and will win some TOGA scrapbooking
products ;o))

Supplies List :
-

12 x 12 Cardstock ( I choose a white one but choose whatever er color you like !)
2 pictures ..... Coloured or Black & White
Some coordinated plain and patterned papers ( I only worked with differents TOGA
papers)
1 brad , ribbon and thread
rub-ons, chipboards etc …
a black signo ball pen ( or just use your printer ) for your journaling

PS : The pics & patterned paper sizes are given to you progressively through the given
instructions , by respecting the diagramm “ Length x Height” !

Steps :

1.

Stick your photograph N°1 (14 X 10 cm) to approximately 4 cm of top edge and
5 cm of the left edge of your page. On the right of the pic, stick your piece of
patterned paper N°1 (8,5 cm X 10 cm).

2. Just in lower part of your pic N°1, stick your patterned paper band N°2 (19 X 4,5
cm), starting this time from time from the left edge of your page. Just in lower
part, to 5 cm of left edge of your page and in the prolongation/alignment of your
N°1 pic, stick a greater piece of paper printed (14 X 10,5 cm).

3. Then, to 2 cm in lower part of the N°1 pic still respecting the alignment of your
photograph (which corresponds to 5cm the left edge of your page), stick a strip
(14 X 1,5 cm) of plain paper. Then, just in lower part, another band of plain paper
(14 X 3 cm) where your title will be. For my part, I used the technique of the
white printed text on a coloured plain paper (eh, eh… a technique taken from
our book “Scrap in all simplicity” - explanations on page 75) , using the
computer!

4. Then, on the right part of your page, just in lower part of your printed paper N°1,
stick your N°2 photograph (8, 5 X 11 cm) and right in lower part, a piece of
paper plain (8,5 X 4 cm) where I printed my journaling.
5. To finish, just some embellishments … a paper circle, decorated with stamps,
rub-ons etc ... and maintained by a central brad (of matched color) , stuck both
on the photograph N°1 and printed paper N°1 .
6. A small quotation (about 4 lines), printed on blank paper, cut/routed, and stuck
on the right edge of printed paper N°1 ( at mid- height), decorated with a small
label ( decorated as well ...) and fixed by a small string, ribbon or cord. Just feel
free to let speak your creativity!!!

I hope that it was really “without catch of head” and that you‘re happy with your page .. made
really quickly .. and that it will give you desire for starting another one again ; O)) Hugs,
PascaleP

